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Non-Hermitian engineering of 
single mode two dimensional  
laser arrays
Mohammad H. Teimourpour1,2, Li Ge3,4, Demetrios N. Christodoulides5 & Ramy El-Ganainy1,2
A new scheme for building two dimensional laser arrays that operate in the single supermode regime 
is proposed. This is done by introducing an optical coupling between the laser array and lossy pseudo-
isospectral chains of photonic resonators. The spectrum of this discrete reservoir is tailored to suppress 
all the supermodes of the main array except the fundamental one. This spectral engineering is 
facilitated by employing the Householder transformation in conjunction with discrete supersymmetry. 
The proposed scheme is general and can in principle be used in different platforms such as VCSEL arrays 
and photonic crystal laser arrays.
Over the last two decades, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL’s) have become a mature technology that 
finds several different applications1,2. The output power of a VCSEL laser is proportional to the area of its active region. 
Increasing the emission power can be thus achieved by building large area VCSELs. This however introduces some 
difficulties such as filamentation3 and multimode operation4–7. An attractive alternative is to build an array of coupled 
VCSEL lasers. If all the elements in the array lase in the same phase, the output intensity at the focus of the emitted laser 
beam can be enhanced by a factor proportional to the square of the number of the individual elements constituting the 
array. Today, VCSEL laser arrays can provide up to several watts of output powers and play an important role in many 
applications in industry, communication networks, and multimedia to just mention a few1. Despite this tremendous 
success, laser arrays in general suffer from multimode operation. While several techniques for eliminating longitudinal 
modes of individual resonators exist8–11, suppressing the transverse supermodes is by no means an easy task3–6. This 
can be explained by noting that these supermodes arise as a result of eigenfrequency splitting introduced by the cou-
pling between the individual laser resonators. Given that the discrete spectral band associated with these supermodes 
is usually smaller than (or comparable to) the spectral gain bandwidth of typical semiconductor active media, lasing 
competition between these eigenmodes takes place. This can lead to a multimode operation that affects the stability of 
the laser output power as well the quality of the emitted laser beam12. While nonlinear gain saturation might favor some 
modes over others, a lack of precise control over the operation of these laser systems can present a practical challenge.
Recently, a technique based on discrete supersymmetry (DSUSY)13–17 was proposed in order to solve similar 
problems for one dimensional (1D) laser waveguide arrays18. In that work, a pseudo–isospectral array, generated 
through DSUSY, was employed as a reservoir that spoils the quality factors of all higher order transverse super-
modes while at the same time leaving the fundamental supermode intact. This was possible primarily owing to 
a particular feature of DSUSY: the effective Hamiltonian matrix describing a 1D array with nearest neighbor 
coupling (NNC) is symmetric and tridiagonal and can be thus used with DSUSY to engineer a pseudo-isospectral 
reservoir18. Despite the appeal of this technique, it cannot be applied for two dimensional (2D) laser arrays for 
the following reason: unlike their 1D counterparts, 2D arrays cannot not be represented by a tridiagonal matrix. 
Thus, blindfold application of 1D DSUSY to the effective Hamiltonian matrix of a 2D array results in a reservoir 
with complicated higher order couplings beyond NNC, which is not practical to implement. Thus, the following 
question naturally arises: can one find a variant of 1D DSUSY that can be applied to 2D systems? In other words, 
can we engineer an implementable pseudo-isospectral reservoir that has an identical spectrum of a 2D laser array 
except for the fundamental supermode, in order to eliminate the multimode dynamics and achieve only single 
mode laser emission (as depicted schematically in Fig. 1)? In this work we provide an answer to this question by 
using the Householder transformation method19 in conjunction with discrete supersymmetry18. In particular, starting 
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from the banded matrix that describes the 2D laser array, we first use the Householder method in order to obtain an 
isospectral tridiagonal matrix that can be implemented by a 1D chain of coupled resonators with only NNC. Note that 
due to the spectral degeneracies of 2D systems, and since degeneracy is not permitted in 1D systems20 (see section A 
of the supplementary material), the resultant isospectral 1D array will in general consists of a union of two different 
isolated chains. In terms of matrices, this means that applying the Householder transformation to a banded matrix 
that represents a 2D array will yield a tridiagonal matrix that exhibits several block diagonals, each of which has a 
non-degenerate spectrum. The next step is to apply DSUSY transformation to the 1D chain in order to create an auxil-
iary structure that shares all the eigenfrequencies of the original laser array except that associated with the fundamental 
supermode. By introducing optical losses to this 1D discrete reservoir (consisting of several independent 1D chains) 
and by engineering its coupling to the original 2D laser array, the quality factors of the higher order supermodes of 
the main 2D laser array are spoiled and as a result, their lasing thresholds are increased, all while leaving the lasing 
properties of the fundamental mode (threshold and profile) almost intact. Finally, by using the results of the last step 
as an initial starting point and by considering laser rate equations and assuming fast carrier dynamics, we optimize the 
design in order to achieve the desired performance under gain saturation nonlinearity-a model that has been shown to 
yield good results for analyzing PT symmetric lasers21,22. These steps are summarized by the flowchart shown in Fig. 2.
Single mode operation in uniform square laser arrays
The Householder-DSUSY technique described in the introduction is very general and can be applied to any array 
topology. However, here we focus on square arrays due to their simple practical feasibility. In particular, we deal 
in this section with uniform square arrays having N × N optical cavity elements. Within the framework of coupled 
mode theory and before or just at lasing threshold where the system is linear:
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In equation (1), am,n is the optical field amplitude in the cavity element characterized by the integer indices m 
and n, ωo is the uniform resonant frequency resonant modes of each isolated optical cavity, γ and g represents the 
optical loss (radiation and material ) and gain, respectively while ′ ′km n
m n
,
,  are the elements of the coupling matrix 
which are finite only for next neighboring coupling and zero otherwise and t represents time. In the model 
described by equation (1), we have neglected diagonal coupling between the resonators as well as other higher 
order couplings beyond NNC. This treatment is justified, for example, for closely packed cylindrical VCSEL 
arrays, with the radius r of each cavity being much larger than their spacing d. As such, the diagonal distance 
between two cavities − +r d2( 2 1) 2  is also much larger than d, indicating a negligible diagonal coupling 
when compared with NNC. We note however that our proposed method can be still applied without any restric-
tions if higher order couplings are taken into account.
Equation 1 can be recast in a Hamiltonian form:
=

ida
dt
Ha, (2)
where = 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T
1 2 2  is the optical amplitude vector and T denote matrix transpose. The subscript l in al 
is related to the double indices notation by l = N × (m− 1) + n. Note that, written in a frame rotating with an 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a 2D laser array coupled to an optical reservoir that is engineered to 
suppress higher order modes and that allows only for single mode operation. (b) Eigenvalue spectra of the laser 
array and the reservoir. All the eigenfrequencies of both subsystems are matched except the fundamental one 
(indicated by red thick line). By introducing an optical coupling between the laser array and the reservoir, it is 
possible to suppress all the higher order lasing modes.
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angular velocity of ωo, the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix H contain only imaginary numbers that 
represent the optical loss of each cavity. As we have discussed earlier, since H describes a 2D array, its structure is 
not tridiagonal. Thus the DSUSY method used in ref. 18 cannot be applied here to achieve single mode lasing. 
However, this difficulty can be overcome by first applying the Householder transformation to generate a tridiag-
onal matrix H, which is isospectral to H ref. 23 and can be then used in conjunction with DSUSY to engineer the 
quality factors of the higher order modes in order to ensure single mode operation.
Based on our discussion so far, one might anticipate that the reservoir should at least consist of N2− 1 optical 
resonators in order to “kill” all the higher order lasing eigenmodes. However, this is not necessarily correct since, 
unlike 1D arrays, 2D structures can exhibit spectral degeneracies. In particular, as we show in supplementary 
material, the spectrum of a 2D N × N uniform square array consists of (N2 + 2)/2 distinct eigenvalues when N is 
even and (N2 + 1)/2 distinct eigenvalues when N is odd. As we will see, this feature can be employed to simplify 
the reservoir structure. Finally, we note that in the absence of any applied gain, the combined laser and reser-
voir system is described by an equation similar to (2) except that the amplitude vector now contains the field 
amplitudes in the laser array as well as the reservoir chains. Additionally, the Hamiltonian of the total system 
HSR will also contain information about the system, reservoir and their interactions. If the reservoir consists of M 
resonators, HSR will have N2 + M different eigenmodes, each of which will vary as exp (− iΩpt) with p = 1, 2, … ., 
N2 + M. The real part of Ωp represents the oscillating frequency while its imaginary part indicates the modal loss 
coefficient. As gain is applied to the system, the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Ωp will be in general shifted 
upward and the mode with the minimum imaginary part will start to lase first. Without the reservoir, even when 
the fundamental mode is the first mode to lase, other modes follow suit shortly above its threshold, resulting in 
multi-mode lasing instead of single-mode lasing. The role of the reservoir thus is to shift down the imaginary 
parts of all Ωp before the gain is applied (“Q-spoiling”), except the fundamental mode. For simplicity, we will 
denote the complex eigenfrequency of that fundamental mode by Ωf = ΩR + iΩI, where ΩI < 0 before lasing and 
ΩI = 0 at the lasing threshold.
In what follows we illustrate the power of our proposed method for eliminating the higher order lasing modes 
by considering two different examples of 2D uniform square laser arrays that consist of 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 coupled 
lasing elements respectively.
It is important to note that in all our studies we assume that only the optical resonators that comprise the main 
laser array are pumped. This configuration can be easily achieved in systems that rely on either optical pumping24 
or electric pumping25.
Finally, and before we move to specific numerical examples, we note that in all the following, we have rounded 
all the resultant numbers for the frequencies and coupling coefficients that results from the procedure described 
in Fig. 2 to the first decimal points whenever appropriate.
Example I: 3×3 laser array. Here we consider a square laser array consisting  of nine identical resonators 
arranged on a square grid. At the lasing threshold, the system is linear and can be described by equation (2). 
Figure 2. A flowchart that illustrates the main steps for designing 2D single mode laser arrays based on 
Householder transformation in conjunction with discrete supersymmetry techniques. 
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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We focus here on uniform arrays and we assume a normalized value for the coupling and loss coefficients of 
κmn = κ = 1 and γ = 0.1, respectively. This structure exhibits five distinct eigenvalues (see supplementary mate-
rial) and thus, in principle only four auxiliary resonators are required in order to achieve single mode lasing. By 
applying the general recipe for achieving single mode operation as discussed above (see Fig. 2), we obtain two 
independent, one dimensional chains of optical resonators (one of them consists of just one element). However, 
by investigating the resultant structure, we found that it is necessary to include an additional resonator in order to 
achieve single mode operation. This can be attributed to the fact that matching the eigenfrequencies of the laser 
array and the reservoir is not a sufficient condition to “kill” all the undesired states. The spatial overlap between 
the eigenmodes must also be taken into account.
By including the additional resonator (located to the right of the main array in Fig. 3(a)) and carefully engi-
neering the interaction between the reservoir and the main array, the fundamental mode indeed has the highest 
quality factor as evidenced by Fig. 3(b), which indicates that it will lase first as the pump power increases. This is 
in contrast to the spectrum of the isolated array that shows that all modes will have the same lasing threshold. 
Thus based on our linear analysis, we indeed anticipate that our proposed structure will result in single mode 
operation within certain range of applied gain values. Interestingly, we also note that though the linear analysis 
indicates that the system will function as expected, the reservoir does not leave fundamental mode completely 
intact but rather shifts its complex eigenfrequency. This can be understood by noting that our recipe as described 
in Fig. 2 neglects off-resonant interactions18 which is responsible for this shift. However, this is a smaller effect 
compared to the resonant coupling and thus does not affect the effectiveness of our approach. It important to note 
that the non-Hermitian engineering with additional loss in the reservoir only slightly perturbs the phase coher-
ence of al in the fundamental mode, with a maximum phase deviation 0.02pi.
Before we move to the next example, we note that normalized value ω1 = − 2.8 in the rotating frame means 
real value ω1 = ωo − 2.8κ in the nonrotating frame. Similar argument applies to all of the following discussions.
Example II: 4 × 4 laser array. Having demonstrated our technique for a laser array that consists of nine 
elements, we now show that this method can be also applied to even larger systems by considering a 4 × 4 laser 
array. In this case, there are sixteen different eigenmodes, of which only nine are distinct (see supplementary 
material) and we find that a reservoir that consists of eight optical resonators is sufficient to suppress the higher 
order modes. By following the aforementioned procedure as described in Fig. 2, we obtain the structure shown 
in Fig. 4. Here, the optical loss coefficient is assumed to be γ = 0.1 for the main laser array and γR = 0.8 for the 
reservoir chains.
Similar to the previous scenario of nine elements array, here the eigenvalue distribution (not shown) also 
indicates that the fundamental mode exhibits the highest  quality factor and thus will start to lase before any other 
mode as gain is applied.
An interesting observation here is that neither the structure of the reservoir nor its coupling profile to the 
main array are unique. In particular, due to the degeneracy of the main array, several different combinations 
for the reservoir chains can be obtained. Furthermore, for each reservoir structure, the coupling profile can be 
engineered in different fashions. For example in Fig. 4, the reservoir chains are assumed to be parallel to the 
main laser array with a uniform coupling coefficient κ and κw. Alternatively, one could connect the chain in a 
number of different ways or even use similar layout but with different coupling coefficients. Obviously this is 
an optimization problem with the optimal design defined by maximizing the single mode operation regime. 
Throughout this work, the optimized designs were obtained by using the initial results of Householder and SUSY 
Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of a 3 × 3 laser array (red cavities) coupled to a reservoir that consists of five 
optical cavities (blue). All the eigenfrequencies of the individual photonic resonators and the coupling 
coefficients (which are all identical)  are depicted on the same figure. Note the procedure described in Fig. 2 
yields only the reservoir chain at the bottom and the single resonator at the top. The extra cavity at the right side 
is added to optimize the performance. (b) Eigenvalue spectrum of the laser array alone in the absence of the 
reservoir (square red marks) as well as that of the combined system (blue circle marks). In (b) κΩ = Ω∼ /p , and as 
mentioned in the text ω0 was taken to be zero. We have assumed that the optical loss coefficient of each cavity in 
the reservoir to be γR = 0.5.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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transformation in conjunction with trial and error parameter scanning. Employing specialized optimization algo-
rithms is expected to yield devices with better performance and is a topic that we explore elsewhere.
Bosonic-inspired two dimensional laser arrays
In the previous examples of uniform square arrays, we have seen how the spectral degeneracy led to a simplified 
reservoir design with less optical resonators than those would have been needed in the absence of degeneracy. In 
these square uniform arrays, the multiplicity of the eigenvalues is a direct outcome of the spatial symmetry. In 
particular, the system exhibits a point symmetry group called D4 that characterize its spectral feature.
Here we explore a different type of square arrays that do not have uniform coupling across the structure: the so 
called Jx arrays. These interesting configurations have been discovered in the context of spin networks26 and later 
mapped to optical waveguides platforms27. While their behavior can be explained by using the angular momen-
tum algebra, it was shown recently that their spectra and dynamics can be also understood by using bosonic 
algebra28. While the two different approaches (spin and bosonic algebras) for investigating Jx arrays are formally 
equivalent, the second picture proved more useful in building higher order networks that inherit most of the 
properties associated with the 1D Jx array29.
The most pertinent feature of 1D Jx arrays in our context is their equidistant ladder of eigenvalues. Due to this 
property, a 2D discrete structure formed by taking the tensor product of two, 1D Jx array will possess additional 
accidental degeneracies beyond those arising from spatial symmetries for N > 3. As we show in the supplemen-
tary material, the number of distinct eigenvalues in an N × N bosonic array is given by 2N − 1. Thus for example, 
while a uniform 4 × 4 structure has nine different eigenvalues, its counterpart Jx array will have only 7 different 
eigenvalues. This in turn can lead to a further simplification of the reservoir design. We verify this observation for 
a 4 × 4 bosonic laser array as shown in Fig. 5. Similar to the 3 × 3 case, here we find that adding an extra resonator 
can enhance the single mode performance and we thus end up with 7 optical cavities in the reservoir instead of 6.
The eigenvalue distribution of the structure shown in Fig. 5 reveals that in this case also only one mode will 
start to lase as gain is applied.
Again, similar to our previous discussion, there is more than one way of engineering the reservoir and its coupling 
to the main array. An optimal design thus requires carrying out optimization analysis which we consider elsewhere.
We note that building 2D bosonic arrays similar to those discussed here is not fundamentally different from 
building uniform arrays. In the former, the separation between the resonators has to be carefully adjusted in order 
to produce the desired coupling profile which has been shown to be possible in 1D27.
Finally, it would be of interest to compare the far field emission pattern from J x and uniform laser arrays. However, 
this comparison cannot be carried out based on coupled mode analysis or laser rate equations, instead one has to con-
sider a particular implementation and use full wave analysis which we plan to investigate in subsequent publication.
Emission dynamics
So far, we have investigate the single mode behavior of the engineered laser arrays near lasing threshold where 
the system can be treated by using linear coupled mode theory. However, laser dynamics above threshold are 
intrinsically nonlinear12,30 and the lasing emission in this regime cannot be deduced from the linear analysis. Here 
we explore the nonlinear behavior of the laser structures proposed in this work in order to demonstrate that the 
single transverse mode emission persists in the existence of nonlinearity and quantify the range of single mode 
operation as a function of the applied gain. While different models for laser nonlinearities do exist, here we con-
sider a scenario where the carrier dynamics are very fast and can be integrated out of the laser rate equations. We 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of a 4 × 4 laser array (red cavities) coupled to a reservoir consisting  
of eight resonators (blue cavities). The optical losses of the laser cavities and the reservoir are assumed to be 
γ = 0.1 and γR = 0.8, respectively. The normalized optical frequencies in the rotating frame are shown in the 
figure. The coupling profile of the reservoir and its interaction with the main array is also described in the same 
figure.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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thus consider a system of equations similar to (1) except that the linear gain coefficient is replaced by a nonlinear 
gain saturation term:
∑ω γ
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where α is the gain saturation coefficient. For the reservoir resonators, the coefficient γ is replaced by γR and no 
gain is applied. To illustrate the nonlinear emission dynamics, we consider example of 3 × 3 laser array depicted 
in Fig. 3. By integrate equation (3) for that specific structure starting from random noise, we obtain the temporal 
evolution of the field intensities inside each resonator in the laser array as shown in Fig. 6. In this simulation, the 
gain coefficient was assumed to be g = 0.4 and the gain saturation coefficient was taken to be α = 1.0.
In order to confirm that lasing mode is indeed the fundamental state with all the optical fields in different 
resonators oscillating in phase, we have also checked the phase dynamics (not shown here) of the field amplitudes 
and we observed in-phase oscillations with very small differences between the phases of the individual elements, 
which is consistent with the eigenmode analysis we have discussed in Sec. 2.1. This feature is crucial in order 
to ensure that light emitted from different cavities will add constructively at the center of the far field emission 
plane. This in turn results in a far field bright spot that has an intensity proportional to the square of the number 
of elements in the array, i.e. ~N4. In practice however, due to the unequal amplitude distribution between the 
resonators (see Fig. 6), the intensity of bright spot will be less than N4.
Our time-dependent simulations show that the single mode operation persists even when the gain is increased 
to more than two times its threshold value. To confirm these results, we use techniques similar to those employed 
in the Stead-state Ab-initio Laser Theory (SALT)31,32 to calculate the steady state solutions which indeed confirms 
that the single mode operation extend in the range 0.18 ≤ g ≤ 0.5. Interestingly, that range can be even signifi-
cantly extended if the extra resonator on the right is removed and one of the coupling coefficients between the 
reservoir chain at the bottom is changed to κ = − 1. While negative coupling is not common in microring and 
microdisk platforms, it can be engineered in photonic crystal cavities33,34. We also note that if we had chosen 
to pump the laser array as well as the reservoir, we find a much narrower range of single mode operating, i.e., 
0.16 ≤ g ≤ 0.32. This optimization process would correspond to the last step in the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. We 
have also carried out similar simulations for the case of 4 × 4 arrays and Bosonic 4 × 4 and we have observed 
single mode operation for different range of the gain coefficient 0.13 ≤ g ≤ 0.25 and 0.13 ≤ g ≤ 1.4, respectively.
Discussion and concluding remarks
In this work we have proposed a new approach for building single mode two dimensional laser arrays based on 
engineering a discrete reservoir whose functionality is to suppress higher order lasing modes while leaving the 
fundamental mode almost intact. Our approach builds on our recent work for one dimensional laser arrays18 
except that here we cannot use discrete supersymmetry directly. Instead we first apply the Householder algorithm 
to laser array in order to generate an isospectral 1D discrete structure which can be then used in conjunction with 
supersymmetry to achieve single mode operation. Using the linear analysis at lasing threshold, we have shown 
that this technique indeed predicts single mode emission for 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 uniform arrays. We also demon-
strated that using a special type of non-uniform arrays whose properties are derived by using bosonic algebra 
can result in a higher dimensional degenerate landscapes which in turn can lead to a simplified reservoir design. 
Additionally, we have confirmed the single mode operation of the proposed laser structures and studied their 
Figure 5. A schematic representation of a 4 × 4 bosonic Jx laser array (red cavities) interacting with a 
reservoir made of seven resonators (blue). The normalized frequencies and coupling coefficients are depicted 
in the figure. Note that the coupling profile of the main array is no longer uniform. Here, the optical loss 
coefficients of the optical resonators associated with the laser array and the reservoir are assumed to be γ = 0.1 
and γR = 0.4, respectively.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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nonlinear dynamics under gain saturation for arbitrary initial conditions as noise. Our numerical investigations 
shows that a reasonable range of single mode operation is achievable in the 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 arrays.
While the approach proposed in this work can be applied in principle to any laser array system (microrings, 
microdisks, VCSELs or photonic crystals), general considerations must be taken into account during imple-
mentation. In particular, in order for the proposed structures to function as intended, the coupling coefficients 
between the different elements of the main array should be large compared to the bandwidth enhancement factor. 
Otherwise, the nonlinear evolution of the system can still result in chaotic emission. Another practical advantage 
for operating in the strong coupling regime is fabrication tolerances in the following sense. All the parameters of 
the auxiliary array (the reservoir) in the previous examples including the frequency detuning from ωo (the reso-
nant frequency of the cavities in the main array) are calculated in terms of some coupling coefficient which was 
taken to be unity. If this coupling coefficient is very small compared to ωo, it will require a very high fabrication 
precession in order to implement the new resonators with these small detuning values. On the other hand, if say 
κ/ωo∈ 10−3, 10−2, we can roughly estimate that for an optical cavity with a characteristic length scale (radius of 
microring cavity for example) of 10 μm, the necessary change in the cavity dimension to produce the required 
frequency detuning will be of in the range between 10–100 nm which can be achieved by using today’s fabrication 
techniques. We note that the above discussion implies a coupling factors in the order of 0.1–1 THz which has 
been already observed experimentally in transversely coupled VCSELs35,36 and in photonic crystal platforms37. 
Alternatively, electric biasing can be used to fine-tune the resonators eigenfrequencies to their desired values38. 
Furthermore we note that the non-uniformity in the physical parameters (resonant frequencies, coupling coef-
ficients, etc.) due to limited fabrication precision can be an important factor in determining the device perfor-
mance. In our previous study of 1D SUSY laser arrays18, we have shown that even with 10% disorder, single mode 
operation can be still achieved. We have confirmed here also that in the 2D case, single mode operation can be 
still obtained for different realizations with 10% disorder in design parameters. Finally we comment on the scal-
ability of our approach. For any N × N square array (uniform or bosonic), the total number of resonators is N2 
but the number of resonators on the four edges is 4N− 4. In the case of uniform arrays, despite the fact that the 
number of supermodes having distinct eigenvalues scales as ~N2/2 for large N (see section B of the supplementary 
material), these modes can be still accessed and influenced by the reservoir since they are extended all over the 
array with finite intensity contribution at the edge elements. In the case of bosonic array, the number of modes 
with different eigenfrequencies scales as 2N and can be also accessed via the edge resonators. However it is impor-
tant to note that for large N, disorder induced localization can render some of the modes inaccessible through the 
edge cavities- a limitation that persists in all systems consisting of large number of coupled oscillators. It is thus 
clear that this current work presents several opportunities as well as challenges that merit more theoretical and 
experimental investigations which we plan to carry elsewhere.
Figure 6. Nonlinear dynamics of optical intensities in the 3 × 3 laser array shown in Fig. 3 with the discrete 
reservoir taken into account. Here we also depict the temporal snapshots of the lasing pattern am n,
2 at 
different times where steady state single mode emission can be observed after a transient period.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Methods
Our numerical analysis for the linear eigenvalue problem of laser arrays at threshold was carried out by using 
standard eigenvalue solver. The dynamics of laser arrays were obtained by solving the nonlinear rate equations 
using the RK4 algorithm.
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